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Recommendation: 
 
That the Board endorses the proposed minor amendment to parking restrictions in 
the Grove Hill Road area to extend restrictions for one hour parking between 8am 
and 8pm Monday to Saturday with no return for four hours, to between 8am and 
10pm Monday to Saturday still with no return for four hours. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 At the July meeting of this Board, Councillor Moore requested that consideration 

be given to implementing a permit holder only restriction in streets in the Grove 
Hill Road area of Tunbridge Wells. This was prompted, in part at least, by 
concerns over anticipated parking issues arising out of the Calverley Square 
development. 

 
1.2 The roads in question are already subject to a priority parking scheme for 

resident permit holders but the suggestion is that this may no longer be 
sufficient to cater for changing circumstances. 

 
1.3 This report proposes a minor amendment to the existing restrictions in the 

Grove Hill area which should address the current concerns over evening 
parking.  

 
2. PERMIT PARKING IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS 
 
2.1 Permit parking was first introduced in the town in the late 1970’s, starting in one 

street, expanding to now cover most residential roads within the central area. 
 
2.2 The original purpose of, and justification for, restricting parking to permit holders 

during specified periods was that short term parking by shoppers in areas 
already restricted to one or two hour limited waiting was leaving little space for 
residents to park near their home during the daytime. 



2.3 Although the fundamental issue remains the same, it has been exacerbated in 
recent years by the residents owning more cars and therefore wanting to park 
them adjacent to their homes. 

 
2.4 The number of permits issued in a street or zone often exceeds the amount of 

available roadside parking space and, whilst this often works satisfactorily 
during the day when many permit holders are away at work, at night it can 
cause problems.  

 
2.5 Most streets in the town where permits apply have a shared use arrangement 

whereby restrictions relate either to the length of time that a car can be parked 
or the periods during which parking is allowed, in each case with an exemption 
for permit holders.  

 
2.6 A very few streets do currently have permit holder only parking, these being 

parts of Calverley Street and Garden Street (Zone G) plus South Grove. The 
latter has very restricted access and the former two streets were the original 
permit scheme implemented in the 1970’s as an experiment and largely 
unchanged since.  

 
2.7 KCC as the highway authority who are responsible for making all traffic 

regulation orders, advise against implementing permit holder only restrictions on 
the basis that the public highway should as far as possible be available for all 
and not reserved for the exclusive use of a particular group. 

 
2.8 Shared use of space has served the town well for many years by enabling 

roadside parking to be available to all for periods of time appropriate to the 
needs of a variety of users. It also ensures that spaces are not left vacant, as 
has been known to happen where restrictions are too onerous. 

 
2.9 In more recent times, it has become apparent that existing restrictions may not 

be sufficiently well balanced for current needs. To address this issue, a Parking 
Strategy for the Borough was developed and adopted during 2016. 

 
3. THE 2016 PARKING STRATEGY 
 
3.1 Following a consultation exercise during 2015, a parking strategy was formally 

adopted the following year. Statutory advertising of proposals outlined in the 
implementation programme resulted in significant objection to changes to 
restrictions in Zones A and C, as a result of which those proposals were 
withdrawn. 

 
3.2 A fundamental principle behind the proposed changes was that restrictions 

across each zone should be as uniform as possible to minimise confusion for all 
user groups. The consultation process highlighted the fact that this approach 
was not viable and that a more bespoke set of proposals needed to be 
developed to cater for a variety of issues across each zone. 

 
3.3 With that in mind, it was decided that the parking strategy could not be 

implemented in the manner envisaged. Work has recently commenced on a 
review of the strategy, with the intention being that revisions to the existing 



strategy will be consulted on as soon as possible, and most likely towards the 
end of 2019 or start of 2020. 

 
3.4 It is important to avoid undermining the integrity of that work, but where minor 

changes can be made to improve conditions in advance of that revised strategy, 
as in this case, it seems appropriate to take action.  

 
4. THE GROVE HILL ROAD AREA 
 
4.1 Grove Hill Road and the first five roads leading off it from its lower end are all 

situated in close proximity to the retail area south of the town centre. Apart from 
the relatively few roadside parking spaces available on Mount Pleasant Road 
and High Street, some of the first opportunities for on-street parking in this area 
are within these six streets. A drawing of the area is included at Appendix A. 

 
4.2 Currently, these six streets are subject to a restriction with parking allowed for 

up to one hour between 8am and 8pm, Monday to Saturday with an exemption 
for permit holders.  

 
4.3 The five streets leading off Grove Hill Road are all cul-de-sacs with no specific 

turning facilities at the farthest point. A consequence of this is that those looking 
for parking space and not finding any may need to reverse for a lengthy 
distance, causing a potential health and safety risk.  

 
5. MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
5.1 Whilst the initial impression might be that a ‘permit holder only’ parking 

restriction would benefit residents in the Grove Hill Road area, there are other 
considerations that would support just extending the restriction by 2 hours 
Monday to Saturday: 

 

 There are approximately 260 dwellings within the area under consideration. 
Approximately 125 vehicles can be accommodated in existing parking bays 
and 235 permits have been issued. Help for residents to park in the 
evenings would therefore be beneficial. 

 Visitors to properties in the area can currently park for free provided they 
visit between 8pm and 8am or on a Sunday, or don’t exceed the one hour 
time limit during the restricted period. Any permit holder only scheme would 
require that visitor permits are used during restricted hours. Only 50 visitors 
permits can be issued to any household in one year because of demand. 

 The planning consent for Calverley Square requires that management plans 
provide on-site parking for operatives during the demolition and construction 
phases. This should ensure that overspill parking by contractors is 
minimised. 

 The present one hour daytime restriction would make it impractical for most 
trade vehicles since they will generally need to be parked for a whole day. 

 Public off-street parking will be available within the Calverley Square 
development and will provide parking for theatre goers. However, if the 
restrictions were to remain the same, theatre customers could benefit from 
free parking in the Grove Hill area from 7pm for the rest of the evening. This 
would tie in with show times and prevent residents from parking. 



 The continuation of the availability of one hour of parking during the day, 
when residents are at work, would support local businesses and families 
wishing to utilise the adjacent play park.  

 
6. SUGGESTED WAY FORWARD 
 
6.1 The Parking Strategy will be reviewed over the coming months and all relevant 

issues will be factored into any policies and proposals for change. Whilst 
acknowledging that parking issues in the town are ever changing, the review 
needs to be undertaken on a stable basis to ensure a fair outcome. 

 
6.2 Any radical change is not recommended until a revised strategy has been 

adopted or is well on its way to achieving that status. Minor changes may, 
however, be acceptable if they are likely to have little or no impact outside of a 
discrete area. 

 
6.3 With parking in residential streets by contractors vehicles being unlikely, the 

issue which already exists and could potentially worsen is that of evening 
parking by non-residents in the Grove Hill Road area. 

 
6.4 The present restriction and 8pm cut-off time means that anybody visiting the 

town in the evening could park at 7pm and then stay until 9am the next day by 
making use of the one hour limit during the restricted period. 

 
6.5 To address the possible negative effect outlined above, one solution would be 

to extend the evening restriction to finish at 10pm. This would mean that no non 
permit holder could park after 9pm and stay until the next day. Since by 9pm 
most spaces are likely to already be occupied by permit holders, it is considered 
that this would satisfactorily address the issue. 

 
6.6 An additional suggestion has been that entry signage may be appropriate to 

communicate the restrictions in advance of entering these streets, in order to 
prevent speculative searches for spaces. This will be reviewed as part of the 
Parking Strategy since it will also be relevant to other parts of the town. 

 
The process of implementation 

 
6.7 To alter the existing restrictions in the six roads detailed in this report, an 

amendment order would need to be advertised giving anybody the opportunity 
to comment or object to the proposals.  

 
6.8 After a three week consultation period, comments would be summarised and, if 

there are objections, these would be reported back to this Board. Members 
would be asked to recommend a course of action. If that recommendation is to 
proceed, Kent County Council would be requested to make the necessary traffic 
regulation order. 

 
6.9 If changes are endorsed, implementation would take approximately 6 months. 
 
 
 



7. CONCLUSION 
 
7.1 At present, although acknowledging concerns about parking arising out of the 

Calverley Square development, there is no particular reason for believing that it 
will have a particularly detrimental impact in the Grove Hill Road area. It is 
however already one of the areas where parking restrictions are acknowledged 
to be in need of review, especially where evening use by non-residents occurs.  

 
7.2 A compromise to deal with existing concerns would be to extend the period of 

the day during which permits are necessary for stays of longer than one hour. 
This can be viewed as a minor amendment which is very unlikely to impact 
negatively on a review of the Parking Strategy, but which does, nevertheless, 
address an identified area of concern. 

 
7.3 Members are recommended to endorse a proposal to amend parking 

restrictions in Grove Hill Road, Mountfield Road, Mountfield Gardens, 
Sutherland Road, Meadow Hill Road and Guildford Road to be one hour limited 
waiting except for permit holders between the hours of 8am and 10pm, Monday 
to Saturday with no return for four hours. 

 
 

 
Appendices to the Report 
 

 Appendix A – Plan of Grove Hill Road area. 


